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Abstract
We present an adaptive well-balanced positivity preserving scheme on quadtree grids for shallow
water equations. The use of quadtree grids results in a robust, efficient and highly accurate
numerical method. The quadtree model is developed based on the well-balanced positivity
preserving central-upwind scheme proposed in [A. Kurganov and G. Petrova, Commun.
Math. Sci., 5 (2007), pp. 133–160]. The designed scheme is well-balanced in the sense that
it is capable of exactly preserving “lake-at-rest” steady states. In order to achieve this as well
as to preserve positivity of water depth, a continuous piecewise bi-linear interpolation of the
bottom topography function is utilized. Local gradients are examined to determine new seeding
points in grid refinement for the next timestep. Numerical examples demonstrate the promising
performance of the central-upwind quadtree scheme.
Keywords: Shallow water equations, quadtree grids, central-upwind scheme, well-balanced
scheme, positivity preserving scheme.
1. Introduction
Quadtree grids (Figure 1), which are two-dimensional (2-D) semi-structured Cartesian grids,
are based on hierarchical data structures, which are widely used in the field of computer science
(e.g., image processing and computer graphics), computational geometry, robotics, video games,
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD); see, e.g., [43, 50]. Several studies have been conducted
on how to generate quadtree grids; see, e.g., [1, 11, 18, 35, 37, 42, 44].
Cartesian grids are common in CFD problems because of their efficiency and ability to main-
tain the simplicity of discretized equations, which reduces computational cost in comparison to
unstructured grids. One of the benefits of quadtree grids over structured grids is grid coarsening:
while the accuracy is maintained, the grid can be coarsened wherever no refinement is needed
and thus, the computational cost is reduced. Note that a disadvantage of Cartesian grids is
their inability to adequately represent complex shapes. In such situations, cut-cell grids become
useful; see, e.g., [2]. This paper will only focus on quadtree grids.
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CFigure 1: Example of quadtree cells with different level neighboring cell sizes.
The main goal of this paper is to develop an adaptive well-balanced positivity preserving
scheme on quadtree grids for the Saint-Venant system of shallow water equations (SWE). This
system was first proposed in [14], but is still extensively used to model flows in rivers, lakes,
coastal areas and estuaries [14]. In the 2-D case, the SWE can be written in terms of the water
surface (w) and the unit discharges (hu and hv) as follows [13]:
wt + (hu)x + (hv)y = 0,
(hu)t +
[
(hu)2
w −B +
g
2
(w −B)2
]
x
+
[
(hu)(hv)
w −B
]
y
= −g (w −B)Bx,
(hv)t +
[
(hu)(hv)
w −B
]
x
+
[
(hv)2
w −B +
g
2
(w −B)2
]
y
= −g (w −B)By,
(1.1)
where t is time, g is the gravitational constant, x and y are the directions in the 2-D Cartesian
coordinate system, u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are the water velocities in the x- and y-directions,
respectively, B(x, y) is the bottom topography, and h(x, y, t) = w(x, y, t)−B(x, y) is the water
depth.
The system (1.1) admits “lake-at-rest” steady-state solutions,
w ≡ Const, u = v ≡ 0, (1.2)
which are of great practical importance as many waves to be captured are, in fact, small pertur-
bations of these steady states. We would like to stress that good numerical methods should be
able of exactly preserving “lake-at-rest” steady states—such methods are called well-balanced.
Another important property a good numerical method should possess is its ability to preserve
non-negativity of water depth h—such methods are called positivity preserving. We refer the
reader to, e.g., a recent review paper [20] for an extensive discussion on these matters.
Several numerical methods on quadtree grids for SWE have been developed during the
past two decades. For example, an adaptive second-order Roe-type scheme was proposed in
[40]. This scheme, however, is neither well-balanced nor positivity preserving. A well-balanced
scheme on quadtree-cut-cell grids was proposed in [2]. This scheme is based on the hydrostatic
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reconstruction from [4]. In addition, an adaptive quadtree Roe-type scheme for a 2-D two-
layer SWE was introduced in [29]. Besides the aforementioned numerical methods, several
well-balanced positivity preserving schemes have been proposed in the past years; see, e.g.,
[3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 21, 24, 32, 38, 47], but none of these methods has been extended to
quadtree grids.
In this paper, we present a quadtree scheme which is based on the central-upwind scheme
from [24]. Central-upwind schemes are Godunov-type Riemann-problem-solver-free finite-volume
methods, which were proposed in [22, 23, 25, 26] as a “black-box” solvers for general multidi-
mensional systems of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. Central-upwind schemes were
extended to shallow water models in [21] and many subsequent works; see, e.g., the recent re-
view paper [20] and references therein. The scheme from [24] is the first well-balanced and at
the same time positivity preserving central-upwind scheme, which is simple, efficient and robust:
this is the reason why it was taken as the main building block of the proposed quadtree scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we briefly describe a quadtree grid generation
algorithm. In §3, we develop a well-balanced positivity preserving central-upwind quadtree
scheme. The developed scheme is tested on three numerical example in §4. Finally, some
concluding remarks can be found in §5.
2. Quadtree grids
Quadtree grids imply recursive spatial decomposition of the computational domain; see Fig-
ure 1 for an example of a quadtree cell C with different level neighboring cells.
Quadtree grids can be generated according to the following algorithm (see [11, 18]):
Step 1. Choose a domain and generate a set of seeding points considering features of the
problem, boundary conditions, flow characteristics, local gradients and governing equations.
Step 2. Fit the domain within a unit square (root square) by adjusting the size of the square.
Step 3. Determine the level of refinement (m) of the quadtree (the size of the smallest cell of
the grid is inversely proportional to m).
Step 4. Divide the domain square into four sub-squares. Each sub-square is called a cell (that
is, the first level of the quadtree).
Step 5. Continue dividing each cell into four sub-cells if it contains a seeding point until the
maximum refinement level is reached. If a cell does not include any seeding points, move to the
next cell and again implement Step 5.
We note that in order to prevent complicated formulations and enhance the stability of the
overall method, no cell can have both an adjacent neighboring cell and a diagonally neighboring
cell with a refinement level difference greater than one; see [11, 18, 36]. This condition is satisfied
provided the quadtree is balanced; several balancing algorithms can be found in [7, 34, 41, 45,
46, 49]. Examples of unbalanced and balanced quadtree grids are shown in Figure 2.
3
Figure 2: Examples of unbalanced (left) and balanced (right) quadtree grids.
3. Adaptive well-balanced semi-discrete central-upwind scheme
In this section, we present an adaptive well-balanced semi-discrete central-upwind scheme
for the system (1.1), which can be written in the following vector form:
Ut + F (U , B)x +G(U , B)y = S(U , B), (3.1)
where
U := (w, hu, hv)>,
and the fluxes and source term are:
F (U , B) =
(
hu,
(hu)2
w −B +
g
2
(w −B)2, (hu)(hv)
w −B
)>
, (3.2)
G(U , B) =
(
hv,
(hu)(hv)
w −B ,
(hv)2
w −B +
g
2
(w −B)2
)>
, (3.3)
S(U , B) = (0,−g(w −B)Bx,−g(w −B)By)> . (3.4)
The central-upwind quadtree scheme will be designed according to the following algorithm:
Step 1. Generate an unbalanced grid with the seeding points (§2).
Step 2. Balance the unbalanced grid (§2).
Step 3. Perform piecewise polynomial reconstructions and obtain the required point values of
the bottom topography B (§3.2) and conservative quantities U (§3.3).
Step 4. Calculate the local speeds (§3.4) and central-upwind numerical fluxes (§3.5).
Step 5. Calculate the well-balanced discrete source term (§3.6).
Step 6. Calculate the size of timestep, which can guarantee the positivity and stability (§3.7).
Step 7. Calculate local gradients in each cell, which are needed to determine the seeding points
at the next timestep (§3.8).
Step 8. Calculate current conservative quantities, which are going to be used as previous
timestep data in the construction of the new quadtree grid (§3.8).
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Step 9. Evolve the solution by solving the time-dependent system of ODEs, obtained after the
semi-discretization of the studied SWE over the quadtree grid.
3.1. Finite-volume semi-discretization over quadtree grids
Let us consider a typical finite-volume Cartesian cell Cj,k of size ∆xj,k × ∆yj,k centered at
(xj,k, yj,k). We assume that at a certain time level t, the computed solution is available and
represented in terms of its cell averages:
Uj,k(t) ≈ 1
∆xj,k∆yj,k
x
j+12∫
x
j− 12
y
k+12∫
y
k− 12
U(x, y, t) dy dx, (3.5)
where xj± 1
2
:= xj,k ±∆xj,k/2 and yk± 1
2
:= yj,k ±∆yj,k/2.
Considering the right and left neighbors of cell Cj,k, there exist nine different permutations of
those neighboring cells; see Figure 3. We note, however, that only eight of them (configurations
(a)–(h) in Figure 3) are possible in the proposed balanced quadtree grid. Similar cases are to
be considered with respect to the neighboring cells on the top and bottom.
For the sake of brevity, we only present the quadtree scheme for configuration (b) in Figure
3 as an example of a quadtree cell (other configurations can be treated in a similar manner). We
denote left-neighboring cells of Cj,k by I and II. These two cells centered at (xj,k−3∆xj,k/4, yj,k±
∆yj,k/4) are of size ∆xj,k/2×∆yj,k/2.
The cell averages Uj,k are evolved in time by solving the following system of time-dependent
ODEs:
d
dt
Uj,k = −
Hx
j+ 1
2
,k
−
Hx
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
+Hx
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
2
∆xj,k
−
Hy
j,k+ 1
2
−Hy
j,k− 1
2
∆yj,k
+ Sj,k, (3.6)
obtained after the semi-discretization of the system (3.1)–(3.4). In (3.6), Hx
j+ 1
2
,k
, Hx
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
,
Hy
j,k+ 1
2
and Hy
j,k− 1
2
are the numerical fluxes, which, in general, are
Hxα,β = H
x(U−α,β,U
+
α,β;Bα,β) and H
y
γ,δ = H
y(U−γ,δ,U
+
γ,δ;Bγ,δ) (3.7)
where
U±α,β = limx→xα±0
U˜ (x, yβ) and U
±
γ,δ = limy→yδ±0
U˜(xγ, y), (3.8)
and U˜ is a piecewise polynomial interpolation. Second-order schemes employ piecewise linear
interpolations,
U˜(x, y) = (Ux)j,k[x− xj] + (Uy)j,k[y − yk], (x, y) ∈ Cj,k, (3.9)
where the slopes (Ux)j,k and (Uy)j,k are yet to be determined; see §3.3 below. Finally, Sj,k is a
cell average of the source term:
Sj,k ≈ 1
∆xj,k∆yj,k
x
j+12∫
x
j− 12
y
k+12∫
y
k− 12
S(U , B) dy dx. (3.10)
We note that all of the indexed quantities in (3.6)–(3.10) are time-dependent, but from now
on we omit this dependence for the sake of brevity.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3: Permutations of neighboring cells of Cj,k in the x-direction: (a)–(h) Possible configurations in
balanced quadtree grids; (i) An impossible configuration in balanced quadtree grids.
3.2. Piecewise bilinear reconstruction of B
The quadtree grid consist of cells of different sizes: ∆x×∆y, ∆x
2
× ∆y
2
, . . . , ∆x
2m−1 × ∆y2m−1 . We
denote the set of cells of the corresponding size by C(`), that is, C(`) = {Cj,k : |Cj,k| = ∆x2`−1× ∆y2`−1}.
We follow the lines of [24] and use a continuous piecewise bilinear reconstruction of the
bottom topography B˜(x, y). We note that on a quadtree grid, the approach from [24] does not
directly apply to a quadtree grid since it contains cells, whose vertex is a midpoint of the edge
of the neighboring cell as point 5 in the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b). We therefore
propose the following algorithm for constructing B˜.
Step 1. Set ` := 1.
Step 2. Reconstruct bilinear pieces B˜ for all (j, k) such that Cj,k ∈ C(`). This is done as follows.
We first obtain the point values of B at the vertices of Cj,k. If one of them lies on the edge
of a larger neighboring cell (which belongs to the set C(`−1) where the bilinear piece has already
been constructed), then there are two possibilities:
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(i) either this vertex coincides with a vertex of the neighboring cell and then the point value
of B has been already computed there;
(ii) or this vertex is a midpoint of the edge of the neighboring cell and then the point value
of B at this vertex is an average of the point values of B at those two vertices of the neighboring
cell that lie on the same edge (for example, in the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b), the
value of B at point 5 will be equal to the average of the values of B at points 1 and 4).
Otherwise, we proceed as in [24] and set
Bj± 1
2
,k± 1
2
:=
1
2
(
max
ξ2+η2=1
lim
`x,`y→0
B(xj± 1
2
+ `xξ, yk± 1
2
+ `yη)
+ min
ξ2+η2=1
lim
`x,`y→0
B(xj± 1
2
+ `xξ, yk± 1
2
+ `yη)
)
,
which reduces to Bj± 1
2
,k± 1
2
= B(xj± 1
2
, yk± 1
2
) if the function B is continuous at (xj± 1
2
, yk± 1
2
).
Equipped with the point values Bj± 1
2
,k± 1
2
, we construct the following bilinear piece in cell
Cj,k ∈ C(`):
B˜(x, y) =Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
+ (Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
−Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
)
x− xj− 1
2
∆x/2`−1
+ (Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
−Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
)
y − yk− 1
2
∆y/2`−1
+ (Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
−Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
−Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
)
x− xj− 1
2
∆x/2`−1
·
y − yk− 1
2
∆y/2`−1
, (x, y) ∈ Cj,k.
Step 3. Set ` := `+ 1.
Step 4. If ` ≤ m, then go to Step 2.
Note that the restriction of the interpolant B˜ along each of the cell is a linear function and
the cell average of B˜ over the cell Cj,k is equal to its value at the center of the cell and is also
equal to the average of the values of B˜ at the midpoints of the edges of Cj,k, namely, we have
Bj,k := B˜(xj, yk) =
1
∆xj,k∆yj,k
∫∫
Cj,k
B˜(x, y) dx dy =
Bj+ 1
2
,k +Bj− 1
2
,k +Bj,k+ 1
2
+Bj,k− 1
2
4
, (3.11)
where
Bj± 1
2
,k := B˜(xj± 1
2
, yk) =
1
2
(
Bj± 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+Bj± 1
2
,k− 1
2
)
, (3.12)
and
Bj,k± 1
2
:= B˜(xj, yk± 1
2
) =
1
2
(
Bj+ 1
2
,k± 1
2
+Bj− 1
2
,k± 1
2
)
. (3.13)
We also note that the values of B at the midpoints of the right edges of cells I and II in
configuration considered in Figure 3 (b) can be obtained in a similar way:
Bj− 1
2
,k± 1
4
:= B˜(xj− 1
2
, yk± 1
4
) =
1
2
(
Bj− 1
2
,k +Bj− 1
2
,k± 1
2
)
. (3.14)
Formulae (3.11)–(3.14) are crucial for the proof of the positivity preserving property of our
well-balanced quadtree central-upwind scheme; see §3.7.
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3.3. Piecewise linear reconstruction of U
In this paper, we design a second-order scheme, which employs a piecewise linear reconstruc-
tion U˜ in each cell. We then obtain the point values of U (required in (3.7)) using (3.8), (3.9),
which for cell Cj,k from Figure 3 (b) results in
U+
j+ 1
2
,k
= Uj+1,k − ∆xj+1,k
2
(Ux)j+1,k , U
−
j+ 1
2
,k
= Uj,k +
∆xj,k
2
(Ux)j,k ,
U+
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
= Uj,k − ∆xj,k
2
(Ux)j,k ± ∆yj,k
2
(Uy)j,k ,
U−
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
= Uj− 1
4
,k± 1
4
+
∆xj,k
4
(Ux)j− 1
4
,k± 1
4
(3.15)
where Uj− 1
4
,k− 1
4
and Uj− 1
4
,k+ 1
4
denote the cell averages of U over the cells I and II, respectively.
In order to achieve the formal second order of accuracy, the slopes (Ux) and (Uy) in (3.15) are
to be at least first-order approximations of the corresponding derivatives. In order to minimize
oscillations, we compute the slopes using the minmod limiter (see, e.g., [6, 28, 48]), which is
implemented in the following way:
(Ux)j,k = minmod
(
Uj,k − Uj− 1
4
,k− 1
4
3∆xj,k/4
,
Uj,k − Uj− 1
4
,k+ 1
4
3∆xj,k/4
,
Uj+1,k − Uj,k
∆xj,k
)
,
(Uy)j,k = minmod
(
Uj,k − Uj,k−1
∆yj,k
,
Uj,k+1 − Uj,k
∆yj,k
) (3.16)
where the minmod function is defined by
min{z1, z2, ...} :=

minj{zj}, if zj > 0 ∀j,
maxj{zj}, if zj < 0 ∀j,
0, otherwise.
3.3.1. Positivity preserving correction of w
The piecewise linear reconstruction (3.16) cannot guarantee the non-negativity of
h˜(x, y) := w˜(x, y)− B˜(x, y).
In fact, for the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b), we only need the following five inequal-
ities to be satisfied:
h+
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
= w+
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
−Bj− 1
2
,k± 1
4
≥ 0, h−
j+ 1
2
,k
= w−
j+ 1
2
,k
−Bj+ 1
2
,k ≥ 0,
h+
j,k− 1
2
= w+
j,k− 1
2
−Bj,k− 1
2
≥ 0, and h−
j,k+ 1
2
= w−
j,k+ 1
2
−Bj,k+ 1
2
≥ 0.
If at least one of these inequalities is not satisfied, we need to correct w˜ in the cell Cj,k. We note
that the correction used in [24] will not in general work on quadtree grids. We therefore propose
an alternative correction procedure and replace the linear pieces in the problematic cells with
the bilinear one denoted by w˚(x, y) and constructed as follows. Let us denote by
wNEj,k := w˜(xj+ 1
2
− 0, yk+ 1
2
− 0), wSEj,k := w˜(xj+ 1
2
− 0, yk− 1
2
+ 0),
wNWj,k := w˜(xj− 1
2
+ 0, yk+ 1
2
− 0), wSWj,k := w˜(xj− 1
2
+ 0, yk− 1
2
+ 0)
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the four corner point values of the linear piece of w˜ over the cell Cj,k. If
wNEj,k ≥ Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
, wSEj,k ≥ Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
, wNWj,k ≥ Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
and wSWj,k ≥ Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
, (3.17)
then we set
w˚(x, y) =wSWj,k + (w
SE
j,k − wSWj,k )
x− xj− 1
2
∆xj,k
+ (wNWj,k − wSWj,k )
y − yk− 1
2
∆yj,k
+ (wNEj,k − wSEj,k − wNWj,k + wSWj,k )
x− xj− 1
2
∆xj,k
·
y − yk− 1
2
∆yj,k
, (x, y) ∈ Cj,k.
(3.18)
If at least one of the inequalities in (3.17) is not satisfied, we would first need to correct the
point values of w at the vertices of Cj,k. There are three different cases to be considered.
Case 1: only one of the inequalities in (3.17) is not satisfied. Without loss of generality, we
assume that wNEj,k < Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
. We then replace the point values of w at the vertices of Cj,k with
w˚NEj,k = Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
, w˚SEj,k = Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
+
4
3
(wj,k −Bj,k),
w˚NWj,k = Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+
4
3
(wj,k −Bj,k), w˚SWj,k = Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
+
4
3
(wj,k −Bj,k).
Case 2: only two of the inequalities in (3.17) are not satisfied. Without loss of generality,
we assume that wNEj,k < Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
and wSEj,k < Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
. We then replace the point values of w at
the vertices of Cj,k with
w˚NEj,k = Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
, w˚SEj,k = Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
,
w˚NWj,k = Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+ 2(wj,k −Bj,k), w˚SWj,k = Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
+ 2(wj,k −Bj,k).
Case 3: only three of the inequalities in (3.17) are not satisfied. Without loss of generality,
we assume that wNEj,k < Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
, wSEj,k < Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
and wNWj,k < Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
. We then replace the
point values of w at the vertices of Cj,k with
w˚NEj,k = Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
, w˚SEj,k = Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
, w˚NWj,k = Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
,
w˚SWj,k = 4wj,k −Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
−Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
−Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
.
In all of the above three cases, we use the corrected point values w˚NEj,k , w˚
SE
j,k , w˚
NW
j,k and w˚
SW
j,k
to construct the corrected bilinear approximant (compare with (3.18))
w˚(x, y) = w˚SWj,k + (w˚
SE
j,k − w˚SWj,k )
x− xj− 1
2
∆xj,k
+ (w˚NWj,k − w˚SWj,k )
y − yk− 1
2
∆yj,k
+ (w˚NEj,k − w˚SEj,k − w˚NWj,k + w˚SWj,k )
x− xj− 1
2
∆xj,k
·
y − yk− 1
2
∆yj,k
, (x, y) ∈ Cj,k.
It is easy to show that the constructed bilinear piece w˚(x, y) is conservative, that is,
1
∆xj,k∆yj,k
∫
Cj,k
w˚(x, y) dy dx = wj,k,
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and positivity preserving, that is,
w˚(x, y) ≥ B˜(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Cj,k.
We also notice that the point values of w (required in (3.7)) at the cell Cj,k from Figure 3 (b)
are
w+
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
= w˚(xj− 1
2
+ 0, yk± 1
4
), w−
j+ 1
2
,k
= w˚(xj+ 1
2
− 0, yk),
w+
j,k− 1
2
= w˚(xj, yk− 1
2
+ 0), w−
j,k+ 1
2
= w˚(xj, yk+ 1
2
− 0)
and thus the corresponding corrected values of h,
h+
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
= w+
j− 1
2
,k± 1
4
−Bj− 1
2
,k± 1
4
, h−
j+ 1
2
,k
= w−
j+ 1
2
,k
−Bj+ 1
2
,k,
h+
j,k− 1
2
= w+
j,k− 1
2
−Bj,k− 1
2
, h−
j,k+ 1
2
= w−
j,k+ 1
2
−Bj,k+ 1
2
,
are nonnegative.
Finally, we would like to point out that the values of h at the boundaries of cell Cj,k may be
very small or even zero. This will require the computation of the corresponding point values of
u and v to be desingularized. We use the desingularization approach from [24]:
u :=
√
2h(hu)√
h4 + max{h4, ε} , v :=
√
2h(hv)√
h4 + max{h4, ε} ,
where we take ε = max{minj,k{(∆xj,k)4},minj,k{(∆yj,k)4}}. After recomputing the point values
of h, u and v, the x- and y-discharges are also recalculated by setting:
(hu) := h · u, (hv) := h · v.
Note that in the above two equations, we have omitted all of the indices for the sake of brevity.
3.4. Local speeds
The one-sided local speeds of propagation, denoted at the corresponding cell interfaces by
a±α,β and b
±
γ,δ, are calculated using the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices
∂F
∂U
and ∂G
∂U
and can be estimated by
a+α,β = max
{
u+α,β +
√
gh+α,β, u
−
α,β +
√
gh−α,β, 0
}
,
a−α,β = min
{
u+α,β −
√
gh+α,β, u
−
α,β −
√
gh−α,β, 0
}
,
b+γ,δ = max
{
v+γ,δ +
√
gh+γ,δ, v
−
γ,δ +
√
gh−γ,δ, 0
}
,
b−γ,δ = min
{
v+γ,δ −
√
gh+γ,δ, v
−
γ,δ +
√
gh−γ,δ, 0
}
.
(3.19)
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3.5. Central-upwind numerical fluxes
We use the central-upwind fluxes from [24], originally derived in [27]:
Hxα,β =
a+α,βF (U
−
α,β, Bα,β)− a−α,βF (U+α,β, Bα,β)
a+α,β − a−α,β
+
a+α,βa
−
α,β
a+α,β − a−α,β
[
U+α,β −U−α,β
]
,
Hyγ,δ =
b+γ,δG(U
−
γ,δ, Bγ,δ)− b−γ,δG(U+γ,δ, Bγ,δ)
b+γ,δ − b−γ,δ
+
b+γ,δb
−
γ,δ
b+γ,δ − b−γ,δ
[
U+γ,δ −U−γ,δ
]
,
(3.20)
where (α, β) ∈ {(j − 1
2
, k − 1
4
), (j − 1
2
, k + 1
4
), (j + 1
2
, k)
}
and (γ, δ) ∈ {(j, k − 1
2
), (j, k + 1
2
)
}
in
the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b).
3.6. Well-balanced discretization of the source term
A numerical scheme is well-balanced when the discretized cell average of the source term,
Sj,k =
(
0, S
(2)
j,k , S
(3)
j,k
)>
, exactly balances the numerical fluxes in equation (3.6) at the “lake-at-
rest” steady state (1.2), that is, when the right-hand side (RHS) of (3.6) vanishes as long as
Uj,k ≡ (ŵ, 0, 0)> for all (j, k), where ŵ is a constant.
We note that at the “lake-at-rest data”, all of the reconstructed point values are w± = w˜
and u± = v± = 0 and thus, a+α,β = −a−α,β, ∀(α, β), b+γ,δ = −b−γ,δ ∀(γ, δ), and the numerical fluxes
(3.20) reduce to
Hxα,β =
(
0,
g
2
(ŵ −Bα,β)2 , 0
)>
, Hyγ,δ =
(
0, 0,
g
2
(ŵ −Bγ,δ)2
)>
,
and the flux terms on the RHS of (3.6) then become
−
Hx
j+ 1
2
,k
−
Hx
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
+Hx
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
2
∆xj,k
−
Hy
j,k+ 1
2
−Hy
j,k− 1
2
∆yj,k
= −g
2

(
ŵ −Bj+ 1
2
,k
)2
∆xj,k
−
(
ŵ −Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
4
)2
2∆xj,k
−
(
ŵ −Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
)2
2∆xj,k(
ŵ −Bj,k+ 1
2
)2
∆yj,k
−
(
ŵ −Bj,k− 1
2
)2
∆yj,k
 .
(3.21)
We now need to approximate the source term in (3.6) in such a way that Sj,k would cancel
(3.21) at the “lake-at-rest” steady states. To this end, we first notice that (at least for smooth
solutions)
− g(w −B)Bx = g(w −B)(w −B)x − g(w −B)wx = g
2
[
(w −B)2]
x
− g(w −B)wx,
− g(w −B)By = g(w −B)(w −B)y − g(w −B)wy = g
2
[
(w −B)2]
y
− g(w −B)wy,
and rewrite the cell averages of the second and third components of the integral in (3.10) as
g
2
y
k+12∫
y
k− 12
[
(w −B)2
∣∣∣
x=x
j+12
− (w −B)2
∣∣∣
x=x
j− 12
]
dy − g
x
j+12∫
x
j− 12
y
k+12∫
y
k− 12
(w −B)wx dy dx (3.22)
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and
g
2
x
j+12∫
x
j− 12
[
(w −B)2
∣∣∣
y=y
k+12
− (w −B)2
∣∣∣
y=y
k− 12
]
dx− g
x
j+12∫
x
j− 12
y
k+12∫
y
k− 12
(w −B)wy dy dx, (3.23)
respectively. We then approximate the integrals in (3.22) and (3.23) using the second-order
midpoint rule (for the configuration in Figure 3 (b), the integral along the left edge of Cj,k is
approximated using the composite midpoint rule as Cj,k has two neighboring cells on the left),
which results in the following quadrature for the second and third components of the source
term:
S
(2)
j,k ≈
g
2∆xj,k
[(
w−
j+ 1
2
,k
−Bj+ 1
2
,k
)2
−
(
w+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
−Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
4
)2
2
−
(
w+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
−Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
)2
2
]
− g(wx)j,k (wj,k −Bj,k) ,
S
(3)
j,k ≈
g
2∆yj,k
[(
w−
j,k+ 1
2
−Bj,k+ 1
2
)2
−
(
w+
j,k− 1
2
−Bj,k− 1
2
)2 ]
− g(wy)j,k (wj,k −Bj,k) .
(3.24)
We finally note that at the “lake-at-rest” data, (wx)j,k = (wy)j,k ≡ 0, ∀(j, k) and thus (3.21)
and (3.24) imply that the RHS of (3.6) vanishes and the resulting scheme is well-balanced.
3.7. Positivity preserving property and time discretization
One of the main advantages of the central-upwind scheme is its ability to preserve the
positivity of h; see [20, 24]. In this section, we extend the positivity proof from [24] to the
proposed quadtree scheme. To this end, we integrate equation (3.6) in time using a forward
Euler method. For the first component, this results in
wn+1j,k = w
n
j,k − λnj,k
Hx,(1)
j+ 1
2
,k
−
H
x,(1)
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
+H
x,(1)
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
2
− µnj,k (Hy,(1)j,k+ 1
2
−Hy,(1)
j,k− 1
2
)
, (3.25)
where wnj,k := wj,k(t
n) and wn+1j,k := wj,k(t
n+1) with tn+1 = tn + ∆tn, λnj,k := ∆t
n/∆xj,k,
µnj,k := ∆t
n/∆yj,k, and the numerical fluxes on the RHS are evaluated at time level t = t
n using
(3.20):
H
x,(1)
α,β =
a+α,β(hu)
−
α,β − a−α,β(hu)+α,β
a+α,β − a−α,β
+
a+α,βa
−
α,β
a+α,β − a−α,β
[
w+α,β − w−α,β
]
,
H
y,(1)
γ,δ =
b+γ,δ(hv)
−
γ,δ − b−γ,δ(hv)+γ,δ
b+γ,δ − b−γ,δ
+
b+γ,δb
−
γ,δ
b+γ,δ − b−γ,δ
[
w+γ,δ − w−γ,δ
]
,
(3.26)
where, as before, (α, β) ∈ {(j − 1
2
, k−1
4
), (j − 1
2
, k+1
4
), (j + 1
2
, k)
}
and (γ, δ) ∈ {(j, k − 1
2
), (j, k + 1
2
)
}
for the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b).
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If h
n
j,k ≥ 0 for all (j, k), then the point values of h computed using piecewise linear/bilinear
reconstructions of w and B presented in §3.2 and §3.3, are nonnegative. Moreover, using (3.11)–
(3.14) and the similar relationships for the reconstructed point values of w, we have
h
n
j,k =
1
4
(
h+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
+ h+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
2
+ h−
j+ 1
2
,k
+ h+
j,k− 1
2
+ h−
j,k+ 1
2
)
(3.27)
for the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b).
We now subtract Bj,k from both sides of (3.25) and use (3.26) and (3.27) to rewrite (3.25)
as follows:
h
n+1
j,k = −λnj,ka−j+ 1
2
,k
·
a+
j+ 1
2
,k
− u+
j+ 1
2
,k
a+
j+ 1
2
,k
− a−
j+ 1
2
,k
· h+
j+ 1
2
,k
+
[
1
4
− λnj,ka+j+ 1
2
,k
·
u−
j+ 1
2
,k
− a−
j+ 1
2
,k
a+
j+ 1
2
,k
− a−
j+ 1
2
,k
]
h−
j+ 1
2
,k
+
λnj,ka
+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
2
·
u−
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
− a−
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
a+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
− a−
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
· h+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
+
1
2
[
1
4
− λnj,ka−j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
·
a+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
− u+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
a+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
− a−
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
]
h+
j− 1
2
,k− 1
4
+
λnj,ka
+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
2
·
u−
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
− a−
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
a+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
− a−
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
· h+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
+
1
2
[
1
4
− λnj,ka−j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
·
a+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
− u+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
a+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
− a−
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
]
h+
j− 1
2
,k+ 1
4
− µnj,kb−j,k+ 1
2
·
b+
j,k+ 1
2
− v+
j,k+ 1
2
b+
j,k+ 1
2
− b−
j,k+ 1
2
· h+
j,k+ 1
2
+
[
1
4
− µnj,kb+j,k+ 1
2
·
v−
j,k+ 1
2
− b−
j,k+ 1
2
b+
j,k+ 1
2
− b−
j,k+ 1
2
]
h−
j,k+ 1
2
+ µnj,kb
+
j,k− 1
2
·
v−
j,k− 1
2
− b−
j,k− 1
2
b+
j,k− 1
2
− b−
j,k− 1
2
· h−
j,k− 1
2
+
[
1
4
+ µnj,kb
−
j,k− 1
2
·
b+
j,k− 1
2
− v+
j,k− 1
2
b+
j,k− 1
2
− b−
j,k− 1
2
]
h+
j,k− 1
2
.
This shows that the cell averages of h at the new time level can be written as a linear combination
of the reconstructed nonnegative point values of h. Therefore, h
n+1
j,k ≥ 0 provided all of the
coefficients in this linear combination are nonnegative, which is, using the definition of the local
speeds of propagation in (3.19), true provided the following CFL-type condition are satisfied:
∆t ≤ 1
4
min
min
j,k
 ∆xj,kmax
(α,β)
[
max
{
a+α,β,−a−α,β
}]
 , minj,k
 ∆yj,kmax
(γ,δ)
[
max
{
b+γ,δ,−b−γ,δ
}]

 .
where, as before, (α, β) ∈ {(j − 1
2
, k−1
4
), (j − 1
2
, k+1
4
), (j + 1
2
, k)
}
and (γ, δ) ∈ {(j, k − 1
2
), (j, k + 1
2
)
}
for the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b).
It should be observed that the above positivity preserving proof is valid not only for the
forward Euler time discretization, but for any strong stability preserving (SSP) ODE solver
(see, e.g., [16, 17]) as well. In all of our numerical experiments, we have used the three-stage
third-order SSP Runge-Kutta solver.
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3.8. Quadtree grid adaptivity
After evolving the solution to the new time level t = tn+1 the quadtree grid should be adapted
(locally either refined or coarsened) to the new solution structure. To this end, we first compute
the slopes {(wx)n+1j,k } and {(wy)n+1j,k } on the old grid (which we denote by {Coldj,k }) according to
§3.3 and then select the centers of those cells Coldj,k , at which either
(wx)
n+1
j,k ≥ Cseed or (wy)n+1j,k ≥ Cseed, (3.28)
to be the seeding points needed to generate the new grid, which we denote by {Cnewj,k }. In (3.28),
Cseed is a constant that depends on the problem at hand, that is, on such factors as the Froude
number, bottom topography function and/or boundary conditions.
When the mesh is locally refined or coarsened, the solution realized at the end of the evolu-
tion step in terms of the computed cell averages
{(
U
n+1
j,k
)
old
}
over the grid {Coldj,k }, should be
projected onto the new grid {Cnewj,k } in a conservative manner according to the following three
possible cases.
Case 1: If Cnewj,k = C
old
j′,k′ for some (j
′, k′), that is, if the cell Coldj′,k′ does not need to be
refined/coarsened, then (
U
n+1
j,k
)
new
=
(
U
n+1
j′,k′
)
old
.
Case 2: If Cnewj,k ∈ C`+p is a “child” cell of Coldj′,k′ ∈ C` for some j′, k′ and p > 0 (that is, if the
cell Coldj′,k′ was refined and C
new
j,k ⊂ Coldj′,k′), then(
U
n+1
j,k
)
new
=
(
U
n+1
j′,k′
)
old
+
(
(Ux)
n+1
j′,k′
)
old
[
xnewj − xoldj′
]
+
(
(Uy)
n+1
j′,k′
)
old
[
ynewk − yoldk′
]
.
Case 3: If Cnewj,k ∈ C`−p is a “parent” cell of Coldj′,k′ ∈ C` for some j′, k′ and p > 0 (that is, if
the cell Coldj′,k′ was coarsened and C
new
j,k ⊃ Coldj′,k′), then(
U
n+1
j,k
)
new
=
1
4p
∑∑
j′′,k′′:Cold
j′′,k′′⊂Cnewj,k
(
U
n+1
j′′,k′′
)
old
.
4. Numerical experiments
In this section, we present three numerical examples in which the central-upwind quadtree
scheme is tested. In all of the examples, we take g = 1.
Example 1 — Circular dam break
In this example, we demonstrate the ability of the proposed central-upwind quadtree scheme
to preserve the positivity of the water surface and to maintain symmetry. A circular water
column, where w = 1, collapses on a horizontal plane (similar examples were considered in
[4, 31, 40, 39]), namely,
w(x, y, 0) =
{
1, (x− 1)2 + (y − 1)2 < 0.25,
10−16, otherwise,
u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) ≡ 0.
We take the computational domain [0, 2]× [0, 2] and and impose zero-order extrapolated bound-
ary conditions at its boundary. In this example, we take m = 8 and m = 9 refinement levels of
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Figure 4: Example 1: Initial quadtree grids for m = 8 (left) and m = 9 (right).
the quadtree grid and set Cseed = 0.1 in (3.28). The initial quadtree grids are shown in Figure
4.
We compute the solution until the final time t = 0.2 and plot the obtained water surface
contours in Figure 5. As one can see, the central-upwind quadtree scheme maintains symmetry
and preserves positivity. By changing the refinement level from m = 8 to m = 9, the computa-
tional cost increases (for m = 8, the quadtree grid starts with 1852 cells and ends with 12556
cells, whereas for m = 9, the grid starts with 3616 cells and ends with 56272 cells), but the
results obtained with m = 9 are clearly sharper and more accurate.
Figure 5: Example 1: Computed water surface w(x, y, 0.2) for m = 8 (left) and m = 9 (right).
Example 2 — Small perturbations of a stationary steady-state solution
This numerical example is based on the benchmark, which was proposed in [30] to test the
ability of studied schemes to accurately capture small perturbations of a steady state solution
(similar examples were considered in, e.g., [12, 13, 21, 33]). The computational domain is
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[0, 2]× [0, 1], the initial conditions are
w(x, y, 0) =
{
1.01, 0.05 < x < 0.15,
1, otherwise,
u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) ≡ 0,
and the bottom topography is given by
B(x, y) = 0.8e−5(x−0.9)
2−50(y−0.5)2 .
A solid wall boundary condition is used at the top and bottom boundaries and zero-order
extrapolation is implemented at the left and right ones. In this example, we take m = 8
refinement levels of the quadtree grid and set small Cseed = 0.02 in (3.28) in order to accurately
resolve small features of the computed solution.
We compute the solution until the final time t = 1.8 and plot the snapshots of w at times
t = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 in Figure 6 (left). The quadtree grid starts with 1970 cells and
reaches a maximum number of 7268 cells during the time evolution. Figure 6 (left) clearly
demonstrate that the proposed well-balanced central-upwind quadtree scheme accurately cap-
tures a small perturbation of the “lake-at-rest” steady state and that the symmetry of the
solution is preserved. The ability of the scheme to refine grids where local gradients are sharp
can be seen in Figure 6 (right), where the quadtree grids at the same times t = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5
and 1.8 are presented.
We also solve this initial-boundary value problem using a non-well-balanced central-upwind
quadtree scheme to stress the importance of the well-balanced property. In order to design a non-
well-balanced scheme, we replace the well-balanced numerical source terms S
(2)
j,k and S
(3)
j,k given
by (3.24) with the source terms obtained by a straightforward midpoint rule quadrature. For
the configuration considered in Figure 3 (b), the non-well-balanced source term approximations
read as
S
(2)
j,k = −
g(wj,k −Bj,k)
∆xj,k
[
Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
2
−
Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
2
]
,
S
(3)
j,k = −
g(wj,k −Bj,k)
∆xj,k
[
Bj+ 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+Bj+ 1
2
,k− 1
2
2
−
Bj− 1
2
,k+ 1
2
+Bj− 1
2
,k− 1
2
2
]
.
Figure 7 shows the the snapshots of w at times t = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 and the corresponding
quadtree grids obtained using the non-well-balanced computations. As one can see, the use
of non-well-balanced numerical source term leads to the appearance of not small “parasitic”
waves. Even though these waves are not as large as in the non-well-balanced results presented
in, e.g., [12] or [33], the unphysical oscillations caused by the non-well-balanced discretization
of the source term are attenuated by adding more seeding points as the quadtree grid reaches
a maximum number of 8900 cells during the time evolution. This demonstrates the importance
of the well-balanced property, which eventually reduces the computational cost.
4.1. Example 3 — Sudden contraction
The last example is a modification of the benchmark in [19]; also see [13, 12]. The purpose
of this example is twofold: to show the ability of the central-upwind quadtree scheme to capture
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Figure 6: Example 2: Computed water surface w(x, y, t) (left column) and the corresponding quadtree
grids (right column) for t = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 (from top to down) obtained using the well-balanced
central-upwind quadtree scheme.
shocks and sharp waves in supercritical flows and to demonstrate the positivity preserving
property of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 6, but for the non-well-balanced central-upwind quadtree scheme.
We consider an open channel with a sudden contraction. The geometry of the channel is
established on its contraction, where
yb(x) =
{
0.5, x ≤ 1,
0.4, otherwise.
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The computational domain is [0, 3] × [0.5 − yb(x), 0.5 + yb(x)]. Solid wall boundary conditions
are imposed at all of the boundaries except for the left (inflow boundary with u(0, y, t) ≡ 2) and
right (zero-order extrapolation) ones. The following initial conditions are prescribed:
w(x, y, 0) ≡ 1, u(x, y, 0) ≡ 2, v(x, y, 0) ≡ 0.
In this example, we take m = 8 and m = 9 refinement levels of the quadtree grid and set
Cseed = 2 in (3.28). This value of Cseed is greater than the ones used in Examples 1 and 2 since
this numerical experiment focuses on capturing sharp waves and thus choosing small values of
Cseed would have increased the computational cost as the local gradients are relatively large in
most parts of the computational domain.
We compute the solution twice: first, we use the flat bottom topography B(x, y) ≡ 0 in
order to demonstrate the ability of the scheme to capture hydraulic jumps and sharp waves, and
second, we use the bottom topography given by
B(x, y) = 0.95
[
e−10(x−1.9)
2−50(y−0.7)2 + e−20(x−2.2)
2−50(y−0.3)2
]
and shown in Figure 8 together with the initial quadtree grid for m = 9 (notice that the grid
is refined near the boundaries at the contraction to improve accuracy). In the nonflat bottom
topography case, the water at the top of the humps is quite shallow (that is why this is a good
example to test the positivity preserving property) and the Froude number there is initially
about 2.
0 1 2 30
0.5
1
Figure 8: Example 3: Bottom topography (left) and initial quadtree grid with m = 9 (right).
We compute the solution until the final time t = 2 in order to simulate a transient flow
state. We plot the snapshots of w at times t = 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 in Figures 9 and 10 for
the flat and nonflat bottom topographies, respectively. As one can see, the proposed central-
upwind quadtree scheme preserves positivity of the computed water depth and is able to capture
hydraulic jumps. Increasing m from 8 to 9 clearly improves the accuracy and resolution of the
hydraulic jumps. Finally, in Table 1, we present the minimum and maximum number of cells
during the time evolution for different quadtree levels and topographies.
Quadtree level m = 8 m = 9
min max min max
B(x, y) ≡ 0 298 3154 436 10954
B(x, y) 6= 0 298 5140 436 21340
Table 1: Example 3: Minimum and maximum number of cells for each of the four solutions.
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Figure 9: Example 3: Computed water surface w(x, y, t) for t = 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 (from top to down)
obtained using the flat bottom topography for m = 8 (left column) and m = 9 (right column).
5. Conclusion
An adaptive, well-balanced, positivity preserving central-upwind scheme over quadtree grids
for shallow water equations over irregular bottom topography has been presented. Three nu-
merical experiments have been performed in order to verify the accuracy and robustness of the
proposed scheme. The first numerical example has been focused on the positivity and sym-
metry preserving as well as adaptability of the scheme. The second numerical example has
demonstrated the well-balanced property, symmetry preserving and adaptability features. The
last numerical example has demonstrated the positivity preserving and shock-capturing features
of the model. The obtained results show that the proposed central-upwind quadtree scheme
can significantly improve the performance and efficiency of calculations compared with regular
Cartesian grids.
In order to improve the proposed scheme and address the inability of quadtree grids to
properly model curvilinear boundaries, the authors are currently working on extending the
method to enhanced quadtree grids with cut-cell boundary control volumes.
Acknowledgment: The work of A. Kurganov was supported in part by NSFC grant 11771201
and NSF grants DMS-1521009 and DMS-1818666.
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Figure 10: Same as Figure 9, but for the nonflat bottom topography.
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